Outcome

PO_06 Cause of Communal
Conflict

Outcome

PO_07 Conflict Resolution
Mechanisms

Outcome

PO_08 Multi-Faceted
Approach to Conflict
Resolution

Outcome

PO_11 Sources of
Resilience

Outcome

PO_12 Resilience and
Security
PO_13 Apply Knowledge of
Resilience

Outcome

Outcome

PO-01 Concept of Human
Security

Outcome

PO-02 Human Security and
Governance
PO-03 Human Security and
Conflict

Outcome

Outcome

PO-04 Internet and
Governance

Outcome

PO-05 Internet and Security

Outcome

PO-09 Concept of
Environmental Security
PO-10 Environmental
Security-Related Effects

Outcome

Demonstrate the ability to synthesize, analyze and
evaluate the causes of organized communal
conflict.
Understand, evaluate, and analyze the availability
and effectiveness of mechanisms for resolving
communal conflicts, including diplomatic,
economic, legal,military and nation-building
measure.
Demonstrate the capability to synthesize the use
of diplomatic, economic, legal, military and nationbuilding techniques to achieve US and
International security goals.
Evaluate several definitions and source of
resilience in both more and less developed
countries.
Describe why resilience should be integral to U.S.
national security strategy.
Analyze case studies in resilience that
demonstrate how nations cope with conflict,
resource scarcity, or transnational terrorism.
Identify the concept of human security, its
development, theoretical underpinnings, key
measurements, and contrast to state-centered
security models.
Assess the relationship between human security
and governance at various levels.
Analyze the relationship between human security
and conflict and its impact on the stability of the
international system.
Identify how Internet-based services and
applications have changed the ways in which
groups of people and their governments
communicate, organize, and act.
Analyze the role of Internet-based
communications in key security events such as
transnational terrorism, the Arab Spring, and
Wikileaks, including government attempts to
control the use of Internet-based technologies.
Develop a working definition of environmental
security.
Identify the ways that the natural environment
and trends such as global climate change and
population growth contribute to political and
economic destabilization within a country or
region, and how such destabilization can lead to
security concerns for the United States.

Outcome

PO-14 Role of Law in US
Policy Objectives

Outcome

PO-15 The law in practice.

Outcome

PO-16 Legal Considerations
of US Security Issues
PO-17 Independent
Research Skills

Outcome

Analyze the policy objectives of the US regarding
national, human, and cyber security in relation to
current laws.
Evaluate unfamiliar real-world problems involving
security and cyberspace in light of existing national
and international laws and policies.
Differentiate US security issues and challenges
along with the associated legal considerations.
Show familiarity with research literature and
analytical techniques, and conduct research
independently on one or more aspects of human
security and resilience.

